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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the integrodifferential equation 
i(t) = ‘4,x(t) + j” B(t - s) x(s) ds +f(t), f 2 0, 
0 
x(O)=x,ED(A)cX WE) 
and the integral equation 
x(t) = It a(t - s) x(s) ds +f(t) 
-0 
W) 
in a Banach space X. The operators A, A,, B(t), and a(t) are closed 
operators on X with dense domain and frequently we will assume the 
domains D@(t)), D(a(t)) are constant in r and equal to D(A) while 
D(A,) 1 D(A). However, unlike a good deal of the work on this subject it 
will not be necessary to assume that for suitable x, B(t)x or a(t)x are 
continuously differentiable functions of t, or more generally, in a Sobolev 
space W’-p. 
In an earlier work [ 111, the first author showed that under fairly general 
circumstances (VE) has associated with it (even in the nonconvolution case) 
a resolvent operator R(t) which is a bounded operator for t > 0. This 
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operator satisfies a number of properties reminiscent of a semigroup. In 
particular R(0) = I and for x E D(A) 
ri(t)x =A,R(t)x + if B(t - s) R(s) xds 
-0 
and 
~(t)x=R(t)A,x+ j’R(t-s)B(sjxds. 
-0 
Further, (IE) has a resolvent operator associated with it, r(t), which satisfies 
for x E D(u(0)‘) 
r(t)x = -a(t)x f It a(t - s) r(s) xds 
-0 
and 
r(t)x = -a(t)x + ff r(t - s) a(s) xds. 
-’ 0 
These equations naturally lead to variation of parameter formulas for (VE) 
and (IE) which yield solutions for (VE) and (IE) if the function f satisfies 
appropriate conditions and if x0 E D(A). This indicates ‘that the families 
{R(t), t > O), {r(t), t > 0) are similar to semigroups. There is a rich theory 
for analytic semigroups and we wish to develop theories for (VE) and (IE) 
which yield analytic resolvents. This will enable us to extend the class of 
functions for which solutions can be obtained. Rather than requiring f to be 
continuously differentiable or. f and Af to be continuous, or possibly 
fE W’*‘((O, 7)X) orfE L’((0, T), D(A)j as in [l-3, 6, 7, 181 and in some 
sense in [21, 251, we are able to obtain solutions to the problem 
i(t) = A,+(t) t \’ B(t - s) x(s) d.s -+-f(t), t > 0, 
-0 
x(O) =x0 E D((-A)“) 
with (-A)“f continuous. Further if B(t) is of “lower order” than A, the 
initial value problem 
i(t) = Ax(t) t ff B(t - s) x(s) ds, t > 0, 
-0 
x(.0) = x0 E x 
has a solution. 
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In a similar manner it will be shown that if f and (--A)“‘f are 
continuous, 0 < ,8 < 1, then one obtains a solution of (IE) if r(t) is an 
analytic resolvent. This contrasts with the usual requirement that A ‘f is 
continuous or f satisfies one of the conditions fE LP((O, T), D(A ‘)) or 
j-E wyo, q, D(A)) as in, for example, [4, 11-131. 
Our technique involves showing that under certain assumptions on 
A,A,, B(r) and a(t) that (VE) and (IE) have resolvent operators in the sense 
of [ 111. Then we show that the variation of parameters formulas associated 
with R(f) and r(t) in fact yield solutions (rather than “mild” or “weak” 
solutions) if x0 and f satisfy certain assumptions. 
Our results for (VE) are similar to those obtained by Friedman and 
Shinbrot [lo] and used in [9] where the equation 
x(t) = jt h(t - s) Ax(s) ds + k(t) (1-l) 
was studied. In [IO] it is assu:ed that h(t) is a scalar function with h(O) > 0, 
h(t) absolutely continuous on (0, 7’) with h’E L’(0, T), k E C’([O, T), X) 
with k(0) E D((-il)“), i(f) E D((-A)*), and (-A)” k E L’((0, T), X), 
0 < o < 1; the solution is then obtained via a resolvent operator 
(fundamental solution in [lo]). Alternatively, this equation is also examined 
under the condition that h(0) > 0, h E C’([O, T)), h’ is absolutely continuous 
with k’E Lp((O, T)), p > 1, and k(0) E D((-A)“), 0 < a < 1, with i Holder 
continuous in X. Various other assumptions on h and k are also studied 
mostly in connection with obtaining results concerning asymptotic behavior 
of the solutions. Also required in [lo] were conditions on the Laplace 
transform of h and the fact that A generated an analytic semigroup. More 
generally, they also considered the equation 
x(t) = I’ h(t - s) A(s) x(s) ds + k(r) 
0 
which will not be considered here. 
The resolvent operator in [lo] was obtained by taking the limit of contour 
integrals of the form 
(2ni)-‘( (AI-A)-‘S,i(t)dl, 
cn 
where S.:(s) = l/(s - kg(s)), g(s) = h(0) + h’*(s) = sh *(s), where * indicates 
Laplace transform. As they considered the differential version of (1) 
i(t) = h(0) Ax(t) + f /i(t - s) Ax(s) ds + k’(t). 
0 
x(0) = k(0) 
they obtained a resolvent for an equation of the form of (VE). 
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Also related to our work is the paper of Da Prato and Iannelli [7] which 
considers the equation 
i(t) = jr K(t - s) Ax(s) ds, 
0 
x(0) = X0) (1.2) 
where K is a scalar function which is locally integrable on R +. An analytic 
resolvent is obtained for (2) in [7, Theorem 41 with R(t) given by 
R(l) = (2ni)-’ ( e,“(iil- K*(/Z)A)-‘dL, 
d r 
where r is a contour of the type used to obtain an analytic semigroup. Our 
result concerning analytic resolvents for (VE) is a generalization of [7, 
Theorem 41. However, no results were obtained in [7] concerning which 
types of functionsf yielded solutions of (VE). 
If B(r) = h(t&4 and a(t) = k(t)A, where h and k are scalar functions, 
resolvent operators for (VE) and (IE) have been obtained using an integral 
representation by Clement and Nohel [4] if the resolvents associated with 
Ah(r) and Ik(t) satisfied certain positivity conditions. It must be noted, 
however, that the resolvent operator and variation of parameters formula 
obtained in [4] corresponding to (IE) is different than that obtained here. In 
particular Clement and Nohel consider the resoivent equation 
r(t)X = -k(t).x + 1’ k(t - u) A+) xdu, 
-0 
whereas we consider 
r(t)x = -k(t) Ax + ff k(t - u) At-(u) xdu 
-0 
for ($3). 
In the case where X is a Hilbert space and A is self-adjoint with spectra! 
decomposition E,, 
Ax = rU /zdE,x, 
J xED(A), iu<O, -cc 
Carr and Hannsgen [ 11 and Hannsgen [ 1.5-19) obtain the resolvent operator 
R(f)= [’ u(t, A> dE., 
CG 
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for the equation 
~(~1 + jf hct - s) ~~(~1 ds =fct), 
0 
where u(t, A) is the resolvent associated with n/z(t). That is, 
ti(t, A> + A jf h(t -s> u@, 1) ds = 0, u(0, n> = 1. 
0 
Although there may be many ways to obtain a resolvent operator R(t) for 
(VE) we note that it follows from [ 11, Theorem 2.31 that there exists at most 
one resolvent operator R(t) in the sense that it is used here. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In our work the operator A plays a dominant role. We shall assume that A 
generates an analytic semigroup and state our hypothesis in terms of A. To 
do this, it will be convenient to introduce some notation which we will use 
throughout this paper. 
As A generates an analytic semigroup, for a > 0, (-A)” is a closed 
operator with dense domain in X. We denote this domain Y” and endow it 
with the graph norm, which we denote 1). ]la so that (Y”, ]]a I],) is a Banach 
space. We shall write Y for Y’ and it will often be convenient to let Y” =X 
with its usual norm, ]I. /I. 9(Y”, Y’) will denote the space of bounded linear 
operators Y” -+ Y5 with norm ]I. I]a,B. If CI =/I we use the conventions 
LP( Y”) = Y( Y”, Y”) and since there will be no confusion, I] .]la = ]I. ]]a,a, 
and for P =X, we write L(X) with norm ]I. I]. 
We shall also frequently use the Laplace transform off(t) which we shall 
denote f*(n). 
We consider the integrodifferential equation (VE) and the integral 
equation (IE) separately but in parallel. For the equation 
i(t) = A,X@) + jf B(t - S) X(S) ds +f(t), 
0 
x(0) = x0 E D(A) 
O’E) 
we shall in the future assume some or all of the following hypotheses: 
(VI) A generates an analytic semigroup on X. B(t) is a closed 
operator on X with domain at least D(A) a.e. t >, 0 with B(t)x strongly 
measurable for each xED(A) and ]]B(t)]j,,o <b(t), b E LL’(0, co) with ~ 
b*(l) absolutely convergent for Re 2 > 0. A, is closed with domain at least 
WA ). 
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(V2) p(a) = (/II-A, -B*(a))-’ exists as a bounded operator on X 
which is analytic for d in the region rl = (A E C: / arg /z 1 < (71/2) + 6 i, where 
0 < 6 < 7r/2, In n if 12 I> E > 0 there exists a constant M = M(E) > 0 so that 
ItP(~)ll s WI;1 I. 
(V3) A,,@), A@) E P(X) for A EA and are analytic on A into 
9(X). B*(1) E P(Y, X) and B*(,l)p(ll) E 9(Y, X) for 1 E/i. Given E > O1 
there exists M= M(E) > 0 so that for 1 EA with /A/ > E, l]A,,~(J~)lj~,~ + 
ll-@(~>lll,o + IlB*@)~(~)ll~,~ <W’I~L and ll~*(~)ll, o-’ 0 as IAl -+ ~0 in (1. Ir. 
addition, \iAp@)ll < Ml1 In f or some n > 0, A E II with l;i / > E. Further, there 
exists D c D(A’) which is dense in Y such that A,(D) and B*@)(D) are 
contained in Y and IIB*@)xI/, is bounded for each x E D, 1 E il, /A I > F. 
(V4) A, = A and given E > 0 and [r, 0 ,< a < 1, there exists a constant 
M=M(e,a) so that for AEn, Inl&e &(A), B*(,%)p(il)EP(Y”,X) with 
lIM~)lia,o + ll~*(~)~@>ll,,o G W4*. 
(V5) A, s 0 and &(A) E 9(Y”, X) with j/ Ap(A)/l,.0 < M/IA. IDIn’, 
where M is a positive constant and /3(a) is real. 
We remark that the motivation for the set D is the possibility of 
considering (VE) when A is the Laplacian with Dirichlet boundary 
conditions and ‘4, is a first order partial differential operator. In this case we 
might choose D = C:(Q). 
For the integral equation 
x(r) = i’l a(t - s) x(s) ds +f(t) 
‘0 
we shall require the hypotheses: 
(Il) A generates an analytic semigroup on X. a(t) is a closed operator 
on X with domain at least D(A) a.e., t > 0. Also a(t) E y(Y’+‘, Y’), 
0 < ,!I < 1 with I/ a(t)/1 ,+&3.~sw)~ ~E~‘(O,~). 
(12) (I-u*(a))-’ exists as a bounded operator on X which is 
analytic for 2 in the region 
Given e > 0, there exists M=M(e) > 0 so that li(r- a*@))-‘~~ <M for 
a E/l, II,/ >&. 
(13) a*(A) E 9(Y ‘+4 Y4 > 0 </I < 1, for ;1 E II. Further there is an a, 
0 < u < 1, so that given E ; 0 there exists M = M(e) > 0 with the property 
A Ed, /AI>& implies Ila*(A)jl,+,,B <M/111”. 
(14) ~(2) = -a*(i)(1-a*@))-’ E 9(Y5,X) A P(Y’+B, Y) for i E -4. 
Also given E > 0, there exists M = M(E) > 0 so that A E Ai, 1 J / > E implies 
il~(~)llo,o + II4~>lll.L3,1 G WlW~? 0</3< 1. 
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In formulating these hypotheses we have been guided by results 
concerning fractional powers of (-A) and the special cases where 
B(t) = h(t)A and a(t) = h(t)A with h(t) a scalar function. In particular (V4) 
is motivated by the consideration that A(U---A)-’ E LP(Y”, X). This 
follows since 
II4--A)-‘-4 < llbwv~-A)-‘)ll /I4I,~ XEY” 
and the inequality [27, p. 421 
Il(-A>“.4 < c,,,Ilhv-w’4 lIxlI’-y’D~ O<Y<P<l 
with y = 1 - a, p = 1 yields 
I/(-A>‘-*(AI-A>-‘11 < c,-,,,M/I11”. 
The motivation for (13) is seen by considering the case when 
a*@) = h*(l)A while (14) is similar to (V4). 
For the equation 
i(t) =jAx(t) + f h(t - s) Ax(s) ds +f(t>. j=o, 1, W’) 
-0 
where h(t) is a scalar function defined on (0, co) conditions (Vlt(V3) can 
be stated quite simply. 
(Vl’) A generates an analytic semigroup on X. In particular 
is contained in the resolvent set of A and ]](A1 -A) ~~ ’ II ,< M/I 1 I on A, for 
some constant M > 0. The scalar function h( . ) is in L’(0, co) with 9*(A) 
absolutely convergent for Re A > 0. 
(V2’) There exists A = {A E C: ] arg 1 I < (71/2) + a), 0 < 6 < 7c/2, so 
that ;1 E A implies gj(A) =j + h*(L) exists and is not zero. Further 
A,gJ:‘(A)EA, for A Ed. 
(V3’) In A, h*(A) -+ 0 as /A.] + co and ifj=O (h*(h))-’ =O(]A]“) as 
JAI-too for somen>O. 
It is clear that (Vl) and (Vl’) are equivalent and since p(A) = gj ‘(A) 
(Lgj’(A) I- A)-‘, (V2) follows immediately from (V2’). Now A&l) = 
g,: ‘(A)(Ag,: ‘(A)(Ag,.. ‘(A) 1 -A)- ’ - 1) and since s(s1 -A)- ’ is bounded for 
s EA, we see that IIAp(l)II has the growth properties of gJ:‘(A). If j= 1, 
gJ:‘(A)+ 1 as ]A.] + 0~) in A, while if j=O, gjl(A)= (h*(A))-’ is O(]A I”). 
The rest of (V3) is immediate. 
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Since Ap(~)=gj’(II)A(~g~~‘(/2)1--A)~‘,forxE Y” 
If j = 1, gj(Lj + 1 as /A I + co so (V4) is immediate. Whereas if j = 0, 
gj(L) = h *(A) so we require 
(VS’) If j=O? Ih*(A)(-’ <MIA/” for some positive constants M 
and n. 
Then we may choose P(a) = CI + n(cr - 1) to obtain (V5). 
For the equation 
x(t) = it h(r - s) Ax(s) ds +f(t), 
-0 
where again h(t) is a scalar function defined on (0, ~YJ) conditions (Ilt(I4j 
are also easily stated. 
(11’) A generates an analytic semigroup on X. In particular, 
is contained in the resolvent set of A and l\(,U -A j- ’ I/ < &f/IA / on A, for 
some constant A4 > 0. The scalar function h( . ) E Li (0, co j. 
(12’) There exists A = {A E C: I arg I I < (n/2) + st, 0 < 6 < n/2 so 
that 1 E A implies h*(L) exists and is not zero, Further I(h*(k)jl-' E A, for 
ilEA. 
(13’) There is an a, 0 < u < 1, and constant M > 0 so that 
/h*(n)1 <M/p)“, a EA. 
Since 
a*(a) (I-a*(a))- =A((h*(aj)-’ z-A)-’ 
and for s E A, x E YB, 
So that ~~c~(A)~~~,~ < k/l/l IaD for some constant k and hence (14) follows from 
(I 1 ‘t(I3 ‘). 
We remark also that given Eq. (VE) the transformation y(tj = em”x(r), 
7 > 0, yields 
~‘(tj = (A, - ~r)y(t) + rie-~~‘-S’B(t - s)~‘(s) ds + e~I’f(t). 
-0 
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As p&l.) = p(L + y), the effect of this transformation is to shift the regions /1 
and (1, to the left by y and to enhance the integrability of the kernel B(t). 
For Eq. (IE) this transformation yields 
y(r) = 1; @-S) a(t - s)y(s) ds + e-“‘f(t). 
As this equation is exactly of the same form as (IE) we see that it is 
sufficient to assume jle-Y’u(t)lll+B,4 is L’(0, co) for some y > 0. 
In the region A consider the contour r consisting of r, , r2, and r3, where 
rl= {re’@:r> i/r,= {vio:t-> 11, 
r2 = {e”: -4<@<4L 
oriented so that Im L is increasing on r, and Tz. We define R(t), t > 0, on X 
by R(O)=1 and 
R(t)x = (27~7’ \ eAL(AI-A, --B*(A))-’ xdl, 
-r 
t > 0, 
or, equivalently, using the notation of (V2), 
R(t)x= (27ci)-‘j e”‘p(A)xdA, t > 0. 
r 
Similarly, we define r(t), t > 0, on X by 
(RI 
r(t) x = -(27Ti) - ’ J e”‘a*(A)(I- a*(l))-’ xdL 
I- 
or 
r(t) x = (27ci) - ’ \ e.” o(A) sdA. 
-r 
6) 
The purpose of this paper is to show that R(t) and r(t) are resolvents for 
(VE) and (IE), respectively, and to determine when the appropriate variation 
of parameter formulas yield solutions for (VE) and (IE). We define a 
resolvent operator for (VE) as in [ 111 but stated for convolution equations. 
DEFINITION 2.1. R(t) is said to be a resolvent operator for (VE) if 
R(t) E Y(X), 0 < t < co, and if it satisfies: 
(a) R(t) is strongly continuous for t >, 0 with R(0) = I and 
11 R(t)/1 < Me4’ for some constants p and M > 1. 
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(b) R(t) E Y(Y) and R(t) is strongly continuous, r > 0, on Y. 
(c) For each x E Y, R(t) x is continuously differentiable, t > 0, 
h!(t)x=A,R(t)x+ fB(t-u)R(a)xdu 
-0 
and 
d(r)x=R(t)AOx+ j*R(t-u)B(u)xdu. 
-a 
To this point we have not placed any restrictions on the functionf(t) in 
(VE) or (IE). If we require f(t) to be continuous we define a solution of 
(VE) as in [ll]. 
DEFINITION 2.2. By a solution of (VE) is meant a function 
.x E C([O, co), Y) f? C’([O, a),X) with x(0) =x0 such that (VE) is satisfied 
for t > 0. 
From the above definitions it follows immediately that if R(t) is a 
resolvent operator and x,, E Y, then x(t) = R(t) x0 is a solution of (VE) in the 
case f = 0. Actually more can be said. 
THEOREM 2.3. Suppose R(t) is a resolvent operator for (VE), x0 E Y 
andfE C( [0, a~), X). Ifx(t) is a solution of (VE), then 
x(t) = R(t) x0 + [’ R(t - s) f(s) ds. 
-0 WR) 
Proof: Consider 
w(f) = x(r) - R(t) x0 - jrR(t-s)f(s)ds 
-0 
= ,&R(t--s)x(s))ds- \‘R(t-s)f(s)ds. 
‘0 
From Definition 2.1 (c) it follows that for x E Y, 
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Using the fact that x(t) is a solution of (VE) we see that 
w(t) = jt 1’ R(t - s) B(s - u) duds 
o-o 
-I t 
-! I R(t - v) B(v - s) x(s) duds 0 s 
=o 
since R(t - v) B(v - s) x(s) is integrable. 
This result is the standard variation of parameters formula for (VE). 
Because our problem is infinite dimensional, however, (VPR) may not, in 
fact, be a solution. However, the following result is an easy consequence of 
the existence of a resolvent operator. 
THEOREM 2.4. Suppose R(t) is a resolvent operator for (VE). If (Vl) is 
valid, x0 E Y andfE C([O, co), Y), then 
X(t) = R(t) x0 + 1: R (t - S) f(s) ds 
is a solution of (VE). 
Proof. As we have already noted, R(t)x, is a solution of (VE) with 
f = 0. We thus need only consider 
w(t) = j’ R (t - s) f(s) ds. 
0 
From Definition 2.1(c) we see that for x E Y, 
R’(t-s)x=A,R(t-s)x+ (‘B(t-c)R(v-s)xdv. 
‘5 
Hence, 
k(t) =f (t) + jt @t - S> f(S) ds 
0 
=f(t)+j’A,R(t-s)f(s)ds 
0 
+ j; j; B(t - v) R(v - s)f(s) dvds. 
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Thus since A, and B(t) are closed operators and R(t) is strongly continuous 
on Y, 
6ft) =fct) f A, bv(t) f jrB(~ - tl) +) dv. 
0 
In the next section we shall show that R(t) is indeed a resolvent operator. 
Later we shall extend the class of functions f(t) which yield solutions of 
(VE). We shall also extend the concept of solution so that solutions will be 
obtained for x0 E Y”, c1 > 0. 
Resolvent operators for integral equations are not as well behaved as 
resolvent operators for integrodifferential equations. In particular, they need 
not be bounded operators in general (cf. [ 111, for example). 
DEFINITION 2.5. Operator r(t) is said to be a resolvent operator for (IE) 
if r(t) is locally Bochner integrable in X for each Y E Y and locally Bochner 
integrable in Y for each x E Y2 and, in addition, for x E Y2, r(t) satisfies 
r(t) x = -u(t) x t jr r(t - u) u(u) xdu, a.e. t > 0, 
0 
and 
r(t) x = -u(t) x + j’ u(t - u) r(u) xdu, a.e. t > 0. 
0 
DEFINITION 2.6. By a solution of (IE) is meant a function x(. ), 
x E L’(0, T), Y) for every T, 0 < T < co, which satisfies (IE) a.e. t > 0. 
As a result of these definitions one has the following result: 
THEOREM 2.7. Suppose r(t) is a resolvent for (IE). rf (11) is valid, 
fE L’([O, T], Y*)fir every T, 0 < T < co, then 
x(t) =f(t) - j: r(t - u) f(u) du 
is a solution of (IE). 
Proof. From Definition 2.5, 
w(t) = if r(t - u) f(u) du 
-0 
=- j’a(t - u)f@) dzl + 1’ jr@ - V) r(v - U)f(U) dvdu 
0 0 11 
=- ff u(t - u) f(u) du t f 1” a(t - v j r(v - u) f(u) dudv 
-0 o-o 
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and, since a(t) is closed, 
ZZ- jf a(t - u) f(u) du + j’ a(t - v) w(v) dv. 
0 0 
Letting x(t) =f(t) - W(C), we see that x(t) is in L’((0, T), Y) for every T, 
0 < T < co, and that 
x(t) =f(t) + if a(t - u) x(u) du. 
-0 
As in the case of (VE) we shall extend the class of functions f(t) which 
will yield a solution of (IE). 
3. ANALYTIC RESOLVENT OPERATORS 
In this section we shall determine conditions which imply that (R) and (r) 
define resolvent operators for (VE) and (IE), respectively. In addition, we 
shall show that R(t) and r(t) exhibit many of the properties of an analytic 
semigroup. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose (VI)-(V3) are valid, then (R) defines a 
resolvent operator R(t) for (VE). In addition, there exists a constant N > 1 
so that IIR(t)ll <N. Further, R(t) has an analytic extension to the region 
(tEC:Iargtl<?i). 
Proof: First we note that for t > 0 and x E X it follows from (V2) and 
(V3) that the integrals 
! eAf p(A) xd& r f e-l’ &(A) xdl -r 
both converge. Thus, for t > 0 and x .E X, R(t) x E Y. To see that 
R(t) E 9(X) with IIR(t)II uniformly bounded for t > 0, let At = y and J= tT 
to get 
R(f)x = (2rri)-‘j t-’ e’p(yt-‘) xdy 
J 
and use Cauchy’s theorem to obtain 
R(t) x = (2?ri)-’ j t-’ e’p(yt-‘)xdy. 
r 
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It now follows from (V2) that 
independently of t > 0. In exactly the same manner, for x E Y, we use the 
estimate liAp(L)ll,,O <M/JL/ from (V3) to show 
so that R(t) E SC(Y) with IIR(t)ll, uniformly bounded for t > 0. As R(0) = I 
by definition, ilR(t)ll and IIR(t)ll, are uniformly bounded t 2 0. 
It is clear that R(t) is strongly continuous for t > 0 in 9(X) and in L?(Y). 
Now, let x E Y and t > 0 so that 
R(t)x -x = (2ni)-’ I, e”‘(p(lZ) -A -‘I) xd/l 
= (2719 - ’ .i, e”’ A-‘&)(A, + B(1)) xdk 
From (V3), (A, + B*(A)) x is bounded for L E A, j,%j > 1, so that 
1 n-‘p(A)(A, +B”@))xdA = 0. 
-r 
Thus, ljR(t) x - xl/ -+ 0 as t -+ O+. Since \IR(t)ll is uniformly bounded and Y 
is dense in X, IIR(t)x-x11-+0 as t-+0,’ for ail xEX. From (V3) we see 
that ~lAp(L)jll,O <M/III and (IA,x + B*()L)xII, is bounded for x ED. 
As D is dense in Y, we obtain lIR(t)x-x(l,-+O as t+O+ for all xE Y. 
Hence, R(t) is strongly continuous for t > 0 in L/(X) and P(Y). We have 
thus shown that R(t) satisfies Definition 2.1 (a) and (b). 
Before proceeding to demonstrate that Definition 2.1 (c) is satisfied by 
R(t), let us note that R *(A) x = p(L) x. To see this we compute for Re d > 1 
R*(k) x = (27~7’ Ia e-.” 1 eY’ p(y) xdydt 
0 ‘I- 
= (2ni)-* j irn e-“pyJ’p(y) xdtdy 
r 0 
= (2x9 - ’ j- (A - y) - ’ p(y) xdy. 
r 
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If we define the new contour r,, to be that portion of r within distance n of 
the origin together with the arc of the circle 111 = rz, C,, with 1 arg / < $ and 
orient it so that the orientation along r is preserved, we see that 
p(l)x=(2ai)-‘j (A-y)-lp(y)xdy. 
r” 
However, since 1 y - 1 I/ n-+ 1 on C, as n+ co and Jlp(y)xjl<M/Iy we 
have 
.r (Y-W’P(YPY-tO 
as n--+00. 
Cl! 
Thus, it follows that R *(A) x = p(A) x. 
Now, let .x E X and consider for t > 0 
d(t) x = (27ri)-’ j e”’ L&l) xdA 
r 
which converges absolutely and uniformly by (V2) and 
l?(t) x = (2719 -’ j e”‘(Ao f B*(d)) p(L) xdL 
r 
Now let x E Y. Then 
R’(t) x = (2719~’ 1 eA’p(31)(Ao + B*(A))xdA 
I- 
= (27d-‘ j eJ”p(A)A,xdA 
r 
f (27zi)-’ jr e”‘p(L) B*(A) xdl. 
Note that 
and define F(t) by 
F(t) = f R (t - s) B(s) xds. 
0 
Since R(t) is bounded and strongly continuous for t > 0 and IjB(t) XII < 
b(t) llxll,, F(t) exists and is bounded and continuous, t > 0. 
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It follows from HilLPhillips [20, p. 2 191 that for y > 0, 
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=1^ 
y+im 
e”‘l-‘R*(h)B*(A)xdrZ 
y-in 
Using this representation, differentiate to get 
so that 
R’(t)x=R(t)A,xf j’R(t-s)B(s)xds. t: 0. (3.1) 
.o 
To get the other resolvent equation for x E Y, t > 0, we note that 
ri(t)x = (2ni)-’ j e”‘(Ao +B*(A))p(/Z)xdJ. 
r 
Now as we showed earlier R(t) is strongly continuous and. uniformly 
bounded in p(Y). Hence, arguing as above 
(2ni) ~~l?(t - s) R(s) xds = Jr e.” B*(A) p(d) xdL 
and so for t > 0 we obtain the resolvent equation, 
li(t)x=A,R(t)x+fB(t-s)R(s)xds, t > 0. (3.2j 
0 
We now wish to show that for x E Y, the resolvent equations are vatid for 
t > 0. From (3.1) we see that for x E Y, 
!$+ Ii(t) x =A,x 
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as R(r) is bounded in 9(X) and IIB(t)/ll,O < b(t) while R(t) is strongly 
continuous with R(0 j = I. It now follows from [8, Problem 2, p. 1581 that 
R(t) x has a right derivative at t = 0 equal to ,4,x. Thus (3.1) and (3.2) are 
valid for t > 0. 
The analyticity on {t E C: 1 arg t 1 < 6) is clear. 
Remark 3.2. It follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that the key to 
obtaining a solution of 
b(t)x=A,R(t)x+j’B(t-s)R(s)xds, t > 0, (3.3) 
0 
is getting the convolution 
[‘B(t-s)R(s)xds 
-’ 0 
to exist and be continuous for t > 0 so that it can be shown that 
(Z3(t - s) R(s)xds = (2719-I Jr e.“B*(L)p(l) xdll, t > 0. 
This observation leads us to consider the problem of determining the set of 
initial states x for which (3.3) is valid. 
THEGREM 3.3. Suppose (Vl)-(V4) are valid and b(t) is bounded on 
each interval of the form 0 < T, < t < T, < 00. Then for 0 < u < 1 and t > 0, 
R(t) E 9(Ya, Y) with llR(t)l),,, < KFi, K a positive constant. Zn addition, 
for x E Yn; 0 < a < 1, one has 
R’(t)x=AR(t)x+ fB(t-s)R(s)xds, t > 0. 
JO 
ProoJ: Let x E Y” and consider for t > 0, 
AR(t) x = (2zi)-’ [ e”‘Ap(,l) xdl = (27~27:’ [ eyt-‘dp(yt-‘) xdy, 
‘r Jr 
where we have changed variable y = At and contour by Cauchy’s theorem as 
in Theorem 3.1. Estimating, we obtain from (V4), 
II-QV)-ylI< P7-’ jr 14 t-l IIMY~-‘)I~,,, Ilxll, Idol <Kt”-’ I/XII,. 
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Now, for x E Y”, 
< ‘b(t-s)Ks”-’ I ds /lx/L 0 
so that J”LB(t-s)R( ) d s x s exists. Also, as R(t) x is continuous in Y, t > 0, 
for x E Y” with IIR(t) xl/, < KF’ /Ix//,. It follows routinely from 
1I~m,Ll G b(t) with b(t) bounded on intervals of the form 0 < II’, < 
t < T, < co that Ik B(t - s) R(s) xds is continuous for t > 0. We thus see, as 
in Remark 3.2, that (3.3) is satisfied by R(t)x. 
If B(t) is bounded by a “lower order” operator than A we obtain a result 
reminiscent of the theory of analytic semi-groups. 
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose (Vl)-(V3) are valid with A, = A, and in 
addition, B(t) E Y(Ya,X) for some a, 0 <a < 1, a.e. t > 0, with 
IIB(t)/I,,, < b,(t). Suppose b, E L’(0, co) with b,(t) bounded OIZ any interval 
of the form 0 < T, < Tz < 00. Suppose also that there exists a constant M so 
that ilAp I/ < M for 1 E A, jlz I > 1. Then for any x E X. 
k(t)x=AR(t)x+ j’B(t-s)R(s)xds,t>O. 
-0 
Proof. From the inequality (cf. [27, p* 381) 
II(-A)*xll < C,,, ILQll” /1-~111~0 
with C,,, constant, x E Y, we obtain for x E X, 
lI(-A)a~(A)xllGC,,, IM~)-~ll” ll~(4xll’-” <K, IAla-’ llxllz 
where K, is constant, d E /i with Id/ > 1. Thus, changing variables, ‘1’ = tk 
and using Cauchy’s theorem, 
(-A)“R(t) x = (2ni)-’ jr e”t-I(-A)“p(yt-‘) xdy 
and so 
jl(-A)“R(t)xll< (27r-’ jr leYl K lylP-‘tPa llxI( (dy) < Kt-” 1(x/i. 
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We see now that 
for all x E X. Hence as before, sb B(t - s) R(s) xds is continuous for t > 0 
and the result follows. 
Related to Theorem 3.3 we have the following result when A, = 0. 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose (VI)--(V3) and (V5) are valid with b(t) bounded 
on each interval of the form 0 < T, < t < T, < 00. Then for a, 0 < u < 1, 
with ,8(a) > 0, R(t) E .L/(Y”, Y) and /R(t)jl,,, < KtSCa)-’ for t > 0 with K a 
positive constant. In addition, for x E Y”, we have 
k(t)x+(t-s)R(s)xds, t > 0. 
0 
ProoJ The proof proceeds exactly as the proof of Theorem 3.3 and is 
omitted. 
We now turn to the problem of obtaining a resolvent operator for (IE). 
THEOREM 3.6. Suppose (I I )-(14) are valid. Then (r) defines a resolvent 
operator r(t) for (IE) with 
r(t) E ~(y5,x)nW’1+5~ y> and IlrWl14,0 and IlWll,+5,, 
are bounded above by KtaBel, 0 < /I < 1, for t > 0, where K is some positive 
constant. In addition, for x E Y’ ‘4 
r(t) x = -a(t) x + 1’ a(t - u) r(u) xdu 
0 
and 
r(t) x = -a(t) x + if r(t - u) a(u) xdu 
‘0 
a.e. t > 0. 
Proof. We first note that since o(L) is uniformly bounded in P(X) and 
9(Y) that r(t) x is continuous, t > 0, in X for x E X and in Y for ,Y E Y. 
Also, for x E YD, 0 </I < 1, changing variables, y = tA, and using Cauchy’s 
theorem yields 
r(t)x=(2ni)-‘j eYt-‘o(yt-‘)xdy, 
r 
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SO 
t Q~-%lylQB ldyl llxl!,<Kf+ //x/jp 
In the same manner, for x E Y1’4, 
IIWxllt GKt”“-’ ll4+p 
Thus, for x E Y, r(t) x is integrable in X and for x E I”‘, r(t) x is integrable 
in Y. Further, for 0 < /? < 1, r(t) E 9(Y5, X) n g’(Y” ‘, Y) with i~r(~j~~a,o 
and IIWl,+o,l both bounded by KP”-‘. 
In order to complete the proof we must first examine r*(n). For x E Y” 
and /1> 0, 
r e--A’ r(t) xdt = (2ni)-’ Jim e-,” jr eY’o(y) xdydt 
= (24 - ’ 1 (A - y) - ’ o(y) xdy. 
-J- 
= u(a) x 
(arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.1). Also, if x E Y’+B, then 
(P * U)(f) x = j; r(t - ) ( ) d u a u x u exists a.e. t > 0 and is in L ‘((0, co), X) 
since // a(t)/1 r +4.6 < b(t) while /I r(t) l/4,0 < K tu4- ‘. Similarly, (a * r)(t) x = 
Ib a(~ - U) T(U) xdu exists a.e. t > 0 and is integrable since IIr(t)lj, +8,1 < 
Ktooml while lla(t)ll,.O < b(t). Taking Laplace transforms, 
[-u(t) x + (P * a)(r) x]” = -a*(n) x + a@) a”(a) x 
= -a “@)(I - a@)) x 
= o(a) x, 
and similarly, 
[-u(t) x + (a * r)(t) x] * = o(A) x. 
For x E YLta, 0 < /3 < 1, we now obtain 
r(t) x = (2xi)-’ j eAf u(A) xdil 
r 
= (hi)-’ 1 eAr[-u*(l)x + a*(l) r*@jx] dA 
-r 
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or 
r(t) x = -(27ri) -’ ( ear u*(A) xdl + (2ni)-’ 
r 
X . eaf u*(A) r*(A) xdk 
I r 
From HilLPhillips [20, p. 2191, for y > 0 and t > 0, 
liu(s)xds = (27ci)-’ fyiim e-“U’a*(A)xdil. 
. y-ice 
= (271i)-’ I, eat I-’ a*(l)xdA, 
and a differentiation yields, 
u(t) x = (2ni)-’ [ edif u*(l) xdL 
-r 
Also, for F(t) = (a * r)(t) x and y > 0, 
(3.5) 
\‘F(s) ds = (2ni)-’ jy’im es” I-’ F*(L) dl. 
-0 y-im 
Now Y*(~)x=-a*@)(&u*(J))-‘x so I(r*(A)l(,+Dq, <M/11-“! Thus, 
ll~*(A)ll= Ila*(~)r*@)xll <MM’ lL(-“-eb lI~ll,+~ and 
jdF(s)ds= (2ni)-’ \ eatA-‘u*(L)r*(~)xdL 
-r 
A differentiation now yields 
,d u(t - U) r(u) xdu = (2ni)-’ ( e~“a*(l) r*(A) xdl, (3.6) 
-r 
a.e. t > 0. Hence, from (3.4~(3.6), we obtain 
r(t) x = -u(t) x + j’ u(t - U) r(u) xdu, 
0 
a e t > 0 for x E Y’+O. In a completely analogous manner, we also obtain . . 
r(t) x = -r(t) x + !‘I r(t - u) u(u) xdu, 
0 
a.e. t>O for xE Y1+a. 
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4. VARIATION OF PARAMETERS FORMULAS 
In this section we derive conditions on x0 andf(%) so that the variation of 
parameter formulas 
x(t) = I xo + 1’ Ret - s)f(s) ds, 
-0 
(VPr) 
solve Eqs. (VE) and (IE), respectively. First we begin with (VE) which we 
write in the form 
where 
x2(t): C( [0, t]; X) + X is defined by 
d(t) x(t) = Ax(t) + j; B(t - s) x(s) ds. 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3.3 hold and x0 E Y”, 
fE C([O, T], Ya), then (VPR) is the solution of (VE) in rhe sense that 
x E C( [0, T], X) n C’((0, T], X) and 
i(t) = Ax(r) + \’ B(r - s) x(s) ds +f(r), r>O 
-0 
and x(0) = x0. 
ProoJ: Since x0 E Y” by Theorem 3.3 we know that R(t) x0 satisfies the 
homogeneous version of (VE) and hence we need only consider 
$4 = j' W - P> f@) dp. 
0 
Formally 
d(t) u(t) = it AR@ - p) f@) dp 
-0 
+ j; [; W -PI NP - s)f(s) dsdp. 
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This expression makes sense since A and B(t) are closed and we have the 
following estimate 
’ +K il ‘pll~(~-~~ll,,oO,--s)“-’ Ilf’(s)ll,d~dp. 0 0 
So v(t) E D(&(t)) and it is not difficult to show that M(.) v(a) E 
C( [0, T]; X). Also 
ia d(t) u(t) dt = !‘u \’ AR(t - p)f@) dp dt 
0 0 -0 
+ ja jf ip B@ -P> R@ - s) f(s) ds dp dt 
0 o-o 
a -a 
=I ! AR+p)f@)dtdp 
0 ‘P 
+ j” i” 1’ B(t - p) R@ - s)f(s) dpdt ds 
o-s s 
by Fubini’s theorem. But in establishing the resolvent equation (3.2) in 
Theorems 3.1 and 3.3 we in fact proved for x E Y” 
Hence 
R(t--)x-x= -‘AR@-s)sda 
J s 
+ fja B(a - p) R@ - s) xdpda. 
s 9 
so 
f” d(t) u(t) dr = u(a) - r f@) dp. 
-0 0 
z’(t) = d(t) u(t) +f(t), t > 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose the conditions of Theorem 3.5 hold and .x0 E Y*, 
f~ C([O, T], Y”), then (VPR) is the solution of (VE) in the sense that 
xE C([O, T],X)nC’([O, T],X) and 
i(t) = j-‘B(t - s) x(s) ds +f(t), t>O 
0 
and x(O) = x0. 
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Proof. The proof follows the same arguments as that of Theorem 4.1. 
We now consider (IE) where the extra smoothness properties of the 
resolvent r(t) enable us to extend Theorem 2.7 as follows: 
THEOREM 4.3. Suppose (Il)-(14) are valid and that f E L ‘([O, T], Y). &f- 
x(t) is a solution of (IE) with s EL’([O, T], Y1+D)t 0 c/3 ,< 1, then on 
[0, T] x(t) satisfies 
x(t) =f(t) - if r(t - u) f(u) du, 
-0 
VW 
where r(t) is defined by (r). 
Proof. We note that if r(t) is defined by (r), then r(t) E L?(X) for f > 0. 
Further, we recall that Ijr(t)lj,,, < Kt”-l so that ~(t - ujf(u), r(t - u) x(u) 
and a(t - u) x(u) are integrable on 0 < u < t < T. From (IE) we see that 
f r(t - u) x(u) du - r r(t - u)f(u) du 
-0 -0 
= 1’ r(t - u) 1” a(u - s) x(s) dsdu. 
-0 -0 
Now as r(t) E 9(X) for t > 0, 
jf r(t - u) j” a(u - s) x(s) dsdu 
0 0 
I u 
=u 
r(t - u) a(u - s) x(s) dsdu 
“0 0 
-I t = Ii r(t - u) a(u - s) x(s) duds ‘0 5 
= if r(t - s) x(s) ds + f a(t - s) x(s) ds. 
-0 -0 
Thus 
- f r(t - u) f(u) du = [’ a(t - u) s(u) du 
0 -0 
and x(t) must satisfy (VPr). 
On the other hand we have 
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THEOREM 4.4. Suppose (I l )-(14) are valid with fE L’([O, T], Y’+‘), 
then (VPr) is the solutiotz of (IE). 
ProoJ: Since fG L’( [0, T], Y1+4), sh r(t - s)f(s) ds E L ‘( [0, T], Y) so 
(h a(t - u) I,U r(u - s)f(s) d s d u is well defined in L’([O, T],X) and 
jr a(t - U) j’ T(u - S) f(S) dsdu 
0 0 
= a(t - u) r(u - s) f(s) duds 
= : [r(t - s) + a(t - s)] f(s) ds. 
i 
so 
1’ a(t - u) x(u) du = It a(t - u) f(u) du - 1: r(t - s) f(s) ds 
0 0 
= 
J 
-‘a(t - u)f(u) du 
0 
= x(t) -f(t). 
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